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Daily exhibition and a monthly workshop
Western Kurdistan Association is running daily exhibition and a monthly workshop on
Kurdish Music, Kurdish History, Kurdish Literature, Kurdish traditions, Kurdish Film at
3pm on the first Tuesday of each month for refugees and asylum seekers, since 2008.
===============================================================

Supplementary School for Kurdish Children
“Academy of Osman Sabri”
Western Kurdistan Association is running Supplementary School for Kurdish Children to
learn Kurdish language “Kurmanji dialect” on Sundays from April 2009.
===============================================================

His Excellency Lord JEFFREY ARCHER is visiting Kurdistan
President of Kurdistan Masoud Barzani welcomes Lord Jeffrey Archer on 17-7-2010

News from Iraq has been spasmodic of
late, with few suicide bombs to grab
public attention. The most recent
exploded the day after I left Baghdad
last weekend, a city where security no
longer appeared to be their biggest
problem.
Today Iraq is a boom town, rather than
a bomb site. If I was a young man,
looking to make my fortune, I would be
off to Baghdad like a shot. Plenty of
other young men are there already –
Russians, French, Germans, Swedes,
Chinese of course, even Turks and
Lebanese. As one local politician
remarked, when the Lebanese arrive
you know there is money to be made.
Nowhere is that more true than in the
northern region of Kurdistan. The city
of Erbil is looking like Dubai fifteen or
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twenty years ago. It still has the old market place, but now, a magnificent Italian
restaurant has just opened and eight new hotels have already been built. The
dusty road on which I first entered the city 20 years ago has been transformed
into a four-lane highway. As we drove along, an old lady in black walked straight
out in front of the traffic, not yet accepting that her traditional route to the shops
would have to change.
It is so different from the city I first
visited in 1991, following a fundraising concert attended by Princess
Diana in aid of the Kurdish cause.
The Prime Minister at the time, John
Major, sent me over to address the
Kurdish Parliament. Sir John is a
hero in Kurdistan for establishing nofly zones over the country, allowing
the people to walk the streets without
fear of attack by Saddam Hussein’s
aircrafts. The Kurds also speak
warmly of Ann Clwyd, the Labour MP
and long-time ally in the darker days.
That first time I travelled to Erbil, my
journey into Iraq was a 17 hour trek
along dusty mountain paths after
crossing the Turkish border. Our
convoy consisted of a tank, an
armoured truck and 160 Peshmerga (the Kurdish armed forces). This time, after
celebrating my 70th birthday party in Grantchester, I took a plane the following
day from Heathrow to Vienna, then on to Erbil, where I was met by Jeremy
Macadie, the British Consul General. We rode in a bullet-proof Toyota, at 70
miles an hour, with just three support cars and 20 Peshmerga.
I had dinner that evening with the wife of President Jalal Talabani. Her husband
he has worked all his life to build a democracy in Iraq, but even he was surprised
when it turned out to be a Kurd who was elected president of the whole nation.
The President’s major concern and the crucial political issue for the future of Iraq
is the forthcoming selection of the Prime Minister and Speaker of Parliament. The
next four weeks will be vital for the nation in that respect. If they can get through
this period President Talabani believes there will be no looking back.
Like every Kurdish politician the other issue of overwhelming importance to him
is Article 140 of the new Iraqi constitution. In simple terms, this promises to give
the symbolic city of Kirkuk back to the Kurds. This was the main reason the
Kurds agreed to sign up to the constitution in the first place. Four years later, and
their patience is wearing a bit thin. Despite their long history of fighting for an
independent homeland, the enactment of this clause is a higher priority for the
leadership right now.
President Talabani was is a lawyer by profession, having gained his degree from
Baghdad University over fifty years ago. He was keen to get across to me his
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disappointment that while thousands of foreign businessmen were setting up
companies all over Iraq, the British were noticeable by their absence. He wants
adventurous entrepreneurs to realise there is an opportunity in Iraq that rivals the
gold rush. The environment minister, another Anglophile, told me that he spent
his days escorting Chinese as they went round sizing up opportunity after
opportunity. “Why do the British go to Dubai when they can come to us?” he
asked. Mind you, the President did point out that the Home Office were making it
very difficult for bona fide businessmen to get entry visas to Britain, making twoway trade almost impossible; a problem they’re not facing in France or Germany.
Reconstruction is visible for all to see right across the country, funded by oil
wealth. But the country desperately needs services and expertise to back up the
new programmes. There is a serious return to be made, not just in oil and
construction, but in telecoms, banking, insurance and especially agriculture in the
fertile land between the Tigris and Euphrates. If I was thirty and not seventy, I
would go and find out who wants what and see that they got it.
President Masoud Barzani, is the 64 year-old president of the Kurdistan region.
This gentle man is remains the fighting general of his warrior nation. Masoud is
loved and admired by his people for the sacrifices he made during the years of
Saddam Hussein. Despite all the political and economic progress of recent years,
he told me that if necessary he will leave his palace, return to the hills, and fight
for his cause once again. You don’t sacrifice 2,000 years of history in a decade.
The Kurds are hard-working, well-educated and ambitious people. These
ambitions go far beyond just physical reconstruction and the accumulation of
wealth. They see their ancient citadel in Erbil, one of the oldest continually
inhabited cities on earth, as a potential rival to Petra. Already it has been listed
as a UNESCO historic site and a director has been appointed to run the 10-year
restoration project.
Kurdistan is now a peaceful place. There are still a few skirmishes in the hills,
from the shelling of PKK outposts by Turkey, but there have been no deaths from
bombings for years. We British have not woken up to the real opportunity just
waiting for us. Kurds speak English as a second language. They don’t speak
Chinese or Russian. What are we waiting for? Kurdistan is rich in oil and in ten
years time could expect to make a larger profit per barrel than any other nation
on earth, and they aim to be in the top ten of the world’s producers. And they
have gas.
Young people often say to me there is nothing left for them to achieve now that
we’ve gone to the moon and conquered Everest. I would say to them, Go west
young man, go to Kurdistan. You could make your first million, and what’s more,
you won’t be taxed at 50 per cent.
Baghdad is doing well enough not to begrudge the Kurds their economic
success. And when I arrived in the city, I was pleased to see people drinking
coffee in pavement cafes and children wearing Man Utd and Barcelona shirts
playing football in the street. However, the day after I flew back to England,
suicide bombers attacked the city, killing dozens of militia. So if you’re going to
go west, young man or woman, you will still have to take the odd risk.
=============================================================
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A historical letter from the Most Reverend Desmond M Tutu
supporting the Kurdish people
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=============================================================

Every day we receive of appreciation messages from the community in
the UK, below one of them:
Apologies, Jawad, for the interruption! I was about to thank you for the
newsletter too which I have printed off and which David is reading on the terrace
in the sunshine. He is always interested in what you are doing and admires your
great and longstanding efforts to keep the hopes and dreams of a fully fledged
state, internationally recognised and called Kurdistan, alive.
With every good wish,
Barbara.
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Please Support Plingswick House to stay as a community centre to serve
Hammersmith residents
Fulham & Hammersmith

Chronicle

newspaper

30/7/2010

H&F community groups respond to council funding cuts
Jul 22 2010 By Greg Burns
Add a comment
Recommended (1)
IT WAS a mixture of good news and bad news for voluntary groups across
Hammersmith & Fulham this week after council cash was handed out.
The council has the seventh highest budget for its voluntary sector in London and has
vowed to protect public services by selling off buildings to make the bulk of saving.
But these cutbacks have left many voluntary groups fearing for their futures in the
community they have served for many years.

PALINGSWICK HOUSE LTD
A HERITAGE ASSET AND CENTRE FOR COMMUNITY ORGANISATIONS
241 KING ST, LONDON W6 9LP, PHONE 020 8741 5683/6162
Email: phlmgt@talktalkbusiness.net

Petition to raise awareness around the disposal of a local Heritage Asset
Palingswick House is a Heritage Asset. It was originally known as Buhl House
and was built on land belonging to Louis Weltje (clerk to the kitchen to King
George IV).The property was passed down through the Weltje/Buhl family before
being acquired by Barnabas Collins Steel who re-named the house Marlesford
Lodge. The Collins Steel family resided here from the late 1840’s until his death
in 1872 when the estate passed to his children.
In 1882 the family house and grounds, known as Marlesford Lodge, was leased
to, the Kensington School Board and extended and remodelled by Poor Law
architects AC Harston as a school for orphans and other children placed in the
care of the Board of Guardians. The property passed to the London County
Council and in 1945 Herbert Morrison, Home Secretary, visited the school
around 1954, Marlesford Lodge passed to the Greater London Council and
became Palingswick House a hostel for diabetic children and continued as such
until it was closed in 1980.
In 1982 the GLC Leased Palingswick House, to the Charitable company
“Palingswick House Limited” as a resource for voluntary and community groups
in Hammersmith and Fulham. The charity was formed by a consortium of
voluntary groups who raised substantial sums of money and refurbished the
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property. Since then (PHL) has provided office space for up to 22 community
organisations working with, H&F Residents and those from neighbouring
boroughs, from diverse communities needing advice, support into training and
work, transport, interpreting, supported breaks for families, carers and elderly
and other activities. In addition Palingswick House offers bright airy rooms for
hire for meetings, training, life coaching and counselling, drama workshops and
intergenerational activities.
The building is well located for public transport, has ramp access to basement
and ground floor meeting rooms and offices, it complies with Disability
Discrimination Act access legislation and is hired by statutory and third Sector
organisations for meetings and training.
In June 2010, PHL received a visit from Margaret Dyson, whose father had been
placed at Marlesford Lodge in 1912 because his widowed mother could no longer
cope. Mrs Dysion said ”My Father was here from the age of eight... He
learned skills for life... They had a brilliant system to keep people out of
poverty and prepare them for life”.
This ethos is remains at the core of the services of voluntary groups working at
Palingswick House and the facility is used by an average of 2,145 persons a
month.
The subject of the petition
We the undersigned are greatly concerned at the proposals to sell off
buildings which house community organisations providing valuable
services to the community.
In particular we request that LBHF retains a central hub for community
organisations, whether based at Palingswick House or elsewhere in Central
Hammersmith.
Further we request that a separate consultation is held for each of the
buildings, being considered for sale, from which community organisations
are currently providing services.
To succeed, only persons who live, work or study in the borough of
Hammersmith and Fulham should sign this petition
You must also and postcode for the signature to count.
For the subject of the decision to be discussed by the full council we must
raise 5,000 legitimate signatures!!
Please help us achieve this figure.
Put your name, home, business, or study address AND Post code in
Hammersmith &Fulham
Your support will not count if
If there is no post code given
The address given is not in H&F

or
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PORPOSAL
Project of Kurdish Museum and Library in London
The first international Kurdish museum outside Kurdistan
About this project:
The project of Kurdish museum in London was established in March 2008 in order to
introduce the Kurdish culture, history and heritage to the world. The project now has 500
artefacts of Kurdish materials and objects each one numbered and registered to the
museum as cultural artefacts.
The museum is situated in West London and recognised as an official site in
Hammersmith Borough and identified on the tourist maps of this region of London. The
Mayor of London publishes a yearly booklet identifying 100 important sites in London
for tourists to visit and among those is the Kurdish Museum in West London. This
project as an establishment is part of the Western Kurdistan Association, which is a
charitable organisation founded in the UK.
The theme and artefacts of the museum
The museum contains more than 500 Kurdish cultural and historical exhibits such as
traditional Kurdish clothing, Kurdish materials, historical photos and maps, tools and
musical instruments as well as many other miscellaneous Kurdish objects. In the library
section there are many ancient and new Kurdish books donated by people to the museum.
The museum is continuously receiving more items and artefacts from all parts of the
world and enlarges rapidly.
How the items are exhibited:
As the museum has a limited space, it has no sufficient area to exhibit the items and
artefacts like the international museums in an organised way, so many of the historical
items are not in view and are all put beside each other. That is why there is an urgent
need to find a larger place for the items to be exhibited well and for the visitors to walk
among them easily to examine them thoroughly. Obviously, this requires financial
abilities as such a large place needs a large rent especially in London that is renowned for
high prices.
How to manage the museum:
The museum is in need for a full time employee to take care of the items and answer the
questions of the visitors as well as managing the everyday affairs of the museum. At the
moment the task is carried out by the founder of the museum on voluntary basis but as
the exhibits grow and visitor get more it needs an employee so that the founder
concentrates on gathering new exhibits and introducing the museum to the world.
How the exhibits are found
Up to now all the items in the museum had been donated by people and sent as gifts to
the museum. The list of the names together with the items donated is kept by the
museum. More than 500 items have reached the museum in this way and a great majority
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of those are from Kurds who live abroad. Although most of the items are from those in
the UK, we have donations from other countries as well. Undoubtedly we need more
efforts to get more historical artefacts especially from all parts of Kurdistan to increase
the number and variety of the exhibits. Also to contact other Kurdish museums that may
have duplicated items to donate to this museum because the existence of an international
museum is of great importance and all sides should make efforts for the success and
enrichment of this museum.
The visitors of this museum
More than 2000 people visit this museum annually and because the museum is on the
tourist maps of Wet London there are visitors from foreign countries also, that is why it is
necessary to enhance the quality of the museum by finding more exhibits and a larger
more suitable place to exhibit the items in a more organised and presentable way.
Registration and accepting the items
All the exhibits in this museum are registered and catalogued with special names and
numbers with Collections Link LDKDM Code for Kurdish Museum, Library and
Archive, which is an organisation for the registration of historical and cultural artefacts in
the UK. In addition the sources and the names of persons and sides who donated the
items to the museum are all listed and there is a future plan to create a computer database
by scanning all the items for digital registration.
The budget and expenses of the museum
The museum is currently paying £5000 a year for the rent of the place but the place is
very small and there is an urgent need for a larger place. In addition all the work to
manage the museum is done on voluntary basis and in order to find a suitable place for
the museum and find an employee together with all other expenses the museum needs.
The requirements of the Kurdish Library and Museum project:
• Finding a large place for the museum and the library to enable an
organised exhibition of the items and classifying them according to their
variety and separate the place of the library.
• Appointing a fulltime employee to manage the affairs of the museum and
answer the visitors’ questions.
• Establishing a computer system and digital screens as a digital part of the
museum for the visitors to view on the screens important Kurdish historical
events and written texts and articles attached to the exhibits.
• Creating a comprehensive catalogue for the museum including all the items
with some relevant historical information. It is possible later to sell such a
catalogue to the visitors for an affordable price.
• Improving the library section by making it larger with a place for reading
and add a Kurdish archive section to create a place for research regarding
the Kurdish history.
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The Kurdish Artist Mr. Qahraman Yousuf had many successful
galleries, below some of his painters
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Message of thanks from CaVSA to WKA:
Dear Jawad,
Hope you’re well. Just a quick note of thanks for WKA’s support at the recent Network meetings of
REEN and CSCN with the support of Ashton Moses and Mohammed Abdallah. I’m particularly writing
because it was refreshing to see young people at Network meetings, which positively indicates
continuity for the future of the WKA and the 3rd Sector as young people gets involved in activities. It
was most interesting to see the public acknowledgement by the Hammersmith Academy’s
Principal/Headteacher, Gary Kynaston, to the presence of Mohammed. Do express my thanks to both
Ashton and Mohammed. On a separate note, we need to have a meeting to discuss WKA’s accessing
Heritage Lottery Funds (including possible partnerships with other cultural groups/organizations) to
ensure continuity and inter-generational involvement.
With best wishes,
Horatio
Horatio Morgan
Development Officer - Networking & Engagement

CaVSA h&f

164-166 King Street, London, W6 0QU T: 020 8748 6345 | F: 020 8748 8077
E: horatio.morgan@cavsa.org.uk | W: www.cavsa.org.uk
============================================================================

Below a letter from Hammersmith Council to all residents to join their Team
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Work experience students are very happy to work with WKA, below a letter
of one these Work experience students
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Many organisations are very happy to work with WKA, below a newsletter of
RASC one of these organisations
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Many Schools Colleges and Universities are very happy to work with WKA
and its successful projects especially the Kurdish Museum as a unique project
in the country

Kurdish Museum, Library and Archive
The first Museum for the Kurdish heritage in the world is one of the main culture
resources for the school-age children of Hammersmith and Fulham Borough and
to the academics and researchers in the UK.
Let’s make Hammersmith and Fulham Borough more colourful and tourist area
for all nations and for the 3 million Kurds living in Europe for the coming London
Olympics on 2012.
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Dear Kak Jawad
This is my short poem in Sorany Kurdish about the freedom of the Kurds.

Rizgarî Millet
By Dr Fereydun Rafiq Hilmi
June 1998
Turkim, Arabim, Ajam û Ŗomim,
Bêfeŗ û nezan, koçer û Domim.
Hemîşe eļêm min mafim niye,
Cerde û xo‐kuj û dojminî xomim.
Serkir dekanim napak û dû ŗû,
Xerîkî dizî û biŗîni qoļin.
Hergîz nanewê Aļaî xiyanet,
Wuļat froşan her wekû xoļin
Ixwetul Etrak nabê aciz keîn,
Diļyan nasike û be boļeboļin.
Sûrya ĥebîbe, la, la, la, la, la,
Neĥnu lanurîd dewļet û aļa.
Be qebrî Zuhak, be kewļî Mela,
Be dînî Arab, be quluaļa,
Be çî etewê swendî pê exom,
Rizgarî millet ĥerame lexom!
===========================================================

18 Kurdish websites have links with our TV and Radio of Rojava which
recorded more than 120 thousands hits per minutes:
http://www.westernkurdistan.org.uk
http://www.radiorojava.net
http://www.knc.org.uk
www.kncsite.com
www.rojavatv.org.uk
http://www.koord.com
www.serwan.info/Radio/RadioRojAwa.htm
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http://delicast.com/radio/Kurdistan/Radio_Rojava
http://delicast.com/tv/Kurdistan/Rojava_TV
http://www.xurte-guli.com/xg/xg/malper.html
http://www.hk-mg.net/MEDYAYAKURDI/index.htm
http://ku.kurdland.com/search.asp?q=&o=1&c=10&P=9
http://www.hawpshti.com/link.htm
http://karacankoyu.com/
http://www.anwarmahmood.net/radio/kurdlive.htm
http://kurdishradios.com/
http://semakurd.net/UPLOAD/News/2787.html
http://www.khaznawi.de/w/indexarabk.html

================================================
Since 1997, Western Kurdistan Association is serving the
community in Hammersmith, runs its projects by volunteers and
yearly provides services to number of people mentioned below:
1. Training sessions for 10 volunteers involved in our activities in media and culture.
2. Accommodate 30 work experience students from all schools in the Borough.
3. Accommodate 500 visitors in our Kurdish Museum, Library from the Kurdish
community and other communities in the Borough and world wide.
4. Broadcasting Radio and TV online which conducted more than 120 thousands hits
per minute, broadcasting one hour daily the problems and the needs of the Kurdish
community and other communities in the areas of housing, welfare, health,
immigration, etc... and in English, Kurdish, Arabic, Farsi and Turkish languages.
5. Provide monthly workshops for 10 people, quarterly seminars for 70-80 people,
web sites 24/7 and quarterly newsletters which sent to our e-mail list of more than
1500 e-mail addresses.
6. Advice and information to 150 refugees to access mainstream provision where
necessary in the areas of housing, welfare, health, immigration, etc.
7. Help 100 refugees in employment and education through one to one advice
sessions, i.e. job search on the internet, interview skills and CV writing etc
8. Training sessions for 10 newly arrived refugees at our English language courses.
9. Training sessions for 10 refugees at our computer courses.
10. Supplementary School on Sundays to support children in Mathematics, English
and Kurdish languages.
11. Football club for young people.
12. Participating in all meetings, seminars and conferences connected to our services.

Kurdistan Football Club established by Western Kurdistan Association since 2004
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Below three lists of the Kurdish community who support
WKA and the Kurdish Museum, Library and Archive
Financial support
Since September 2007 the Kurdish Museum, Library
and Archive received financial support of £4000.from our community members:
1. Dr Jemal Nebez
2. Engineer Bruska Ibrahim
3. Mr. Mohamed Salih
4. Mrs Kouch Hafid
5. Mr. Sardar Rahman
6. Mr. Suleman Mumtaz
7. Mr. Jan Osman
8. Mr. Zara Komo
9. Mr. Ahmed Sheikhmos
10. Mr. Jihad Baker
11. Mr. Lokman Mohamed
12. Mr. Zen Hussino
13. Mr. Samir Hamadou
14. Mr. Dildar Hajiomrani
15. Mr. Mohamed Mustafa
16. Mr. Awni Murad
17. Mr. Majdal Avdal
18. Mr. Heval H. Ismail
19. Mr. Mamo Alo
20. Mr. Ahmed Dado
21. Mr. Azad Khalil
22. Mr. Rizgar Haji
23. Mr. Alan Murshid
24. Mr. Bangin Aref
25. Mr. Omar El Haji
26. Mr. Hoshyar Mohammed
27. Mr. Fawaz Abi
28. Mr. Husein Mustapha
29. Mr. Mohamed Ibrahim
30. Mr. Jano Khalil
31. Mr. Fathi Kobano
32. Mr. Abdulkadir Osman
33. Mr. Ahmed Imam
34. Mr. Hasan Nabou
35. Mr. Hakam Kharsa
36. Mr. Taha Fatah
37. Mr. Ahmed Imam
38. Mr. Hasan Nabo
39. Mr. Reger Majid
40. Lewis Family
41. Mrs. Jane
Items Donated
Since September 2007 the Kurdish Museum, Library
and Archive received 500 items Kurdish hand made
from our community members:
1. Louisa kak Hama Amin Attar
2. Dr Jemal Nebez
3. Engineer Bruska Ibrahim
4. Mr. Kamaran Sheikh Gharib
5. Mr. Ferhad Zen Aloush
6. Mr Dara Attar
7. Dr. Aziz Fazil Akrawi
8. Engineer Ghiyath Ahmed
9. Engineer Nihad Mella
10. Mrs. Berivan Doski
11. Mrs Dilkesh Murad
12. Mr Ibrahim Khalil
13. Mr. Majid Salayi

14. Dr Sami Khafaf
15. Dr Mohamed Yousef
16. Dr. Jawad Mella
17. Mr. Latif Mohamed
18. Mrs Homa Soghra
19. Mr Lokman Mohamed
20. Dr. Sarkawt Karim
21. Mr Mohamed S. Mahmod
22. Mrs Ashna Shalaw
23. Mrs Harriet Allsopp
24. Mr. Fawaz Abi
25. Mr. Ari Sindi
26. Mr. Motaz Mustafa Kamil
27. Mr. Amr Shams
28. Mr. Abdulrahman
29. Dr Mohamed Moustafa
30. Mrs Molouk Vakili
31. Mr Sardar Bishdare
32. Mr Darsim Dibegeyi
33. Mrs Layla Barzani
34. Dr. Tariq Amedi
35. Dr. Rebwar Saeed
36. Mrs. Qamar Ali
37. Mr. Awat Namiq
38. Sheikh Latif Mariwani
39. Mrs Forouq Rezaian
40. Mr. David Adamson
41. Mr. Bave Izzat
42. Mr. Mohamed Salih
43. Mr. Azad Miran
44. Mrs Ronak Fakhri
45. Mr. Hiwa Sheikha
Volunteers
Western Kurdistan Association has no paid staff for
more than 12 years and runs its all projects by
volunteers. Volunteers of the WKA and Kurdish
Museum, Library and Archive are:
1. Dr. Mohamed Mustafa
2. Mr Goran Nawzad Ali
3. Mrs Rola Mannan
4. Mr. Shirwan Rashid
5. Dr. Sami Khafaf
6. Dr Ashti Horami
7. Miss Bana Amin
8. Mr. Jihad Baker
9. Mr. Alan Murshid
10. Mr. Zen Huseino
11. Mr. Rizgar Haji
12. Mr. Rizgar Mella
13. Mr. Sipan Osman
14. Mr. Saer Al Haji
15. Mr. Zakeria Ahmed
16. Mr. Kawa Yousef
17. Mr. Zara Komo
18. Mr. Jan Osman
19. Mr. Kahoon Mohamed
20. Mr. Yusuf Gilgil
21. Mrs. Mashkhal Sadiq
22. Mrs. Soma Melazade
23. Mr. Shero Lokman
24. Mr. Shirman Mustafa
25. Mrs. Kwestan Khafaf
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Kurdish girls with their traditional dresses
================================================

Activities of the WKA: serving the community, Radio and TV
Broadcasting, different kind of courses as English, computer and
Kurdish heritage, supplementary school, and Football Club

Supplementary School for Kurdish children and English and computer courses at WKA

Supplementary School for Kurdish children, the ceremony of end term, certificates to
the students and appreciation to the parents and volunteers
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